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Basic class procedures

Participants will enroll via Eventbrite as normal

 A week or more before the class, Tom McHardy or Barb Puceta will send an 

Excel list of participants to the instructor and class assistant.

 The instructor sends an email to the participants ASAP and to the assistant.

 The email will include

 With the Zoom link 

 With any information needed for the class such as having two photos on the desktop to 

share or emailing them to you or the assistant to share

 Attach handout in PDF format if there is one

 Ask participants to email SueParkerFlynn@gmail.com ASAP if they can’t enroll so 

others may take the class

 And tell them to sign in at least 10 minutes early so they can turn on their mics and 

video.
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Biggest Problems observed in Zoom 

sessions so far…

 Folks not knowing how to

 Get their audio (mic) on

 Get their video on

 How to mute and unmute

 How to share a photo

The Education Committee has developed a device specific guide sheet for these 

challenges, to be sent to all members. We will review these today!

This is also why we recommend having a class assistant to help them prior to class 

and during the class. Thus, the instructor can focus on the content not the 

equipment. The assistant’s job is to get the class ready to go.

Students sharing photos during class is 

THE BIGGEST PROBLEM!

We strongly suggest all instructors ask 

particpants to email a couple photos to 

them at least a day before the class. 

Then you will have them on a folder on your 

desktop to share. 
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Excel list of participants…the key

 Your main job as an ASSISTANT is to take 
attendance!!!!

 Use the Excel list of participants sent to you by Tom or Barb.

 Mark Y or N on the attendance column

 Do not use X

 When the class is done, send the list as an Excel (not a pdf)

 To Dorothy K.   @

 johndotk@yahoo.com

 As soon as she gets the list, Dorothy sends out important evaluation forms. 

 If it is a multiple session class, there will be several attendance columns, keep the list and 
send it to Dorothy after the class if you are assisting in all of them. Although rare, if you 
are only helping in one, send it after that class.
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Participants list on your Zoom screen
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Look for the Participant List

❑ This helps you know who has joined

❑ This helps you check attendance

❑ It is helpful if you do no recognize or know some of the participants although 

some folks have a different name on their device so you may have Rosemary 

Jones on the list and see John Jones on a device. Just ask ☺



Assistants other key task is to help 

participants get their mics and videos on 

before class begins:

 If is up to the instructor if s/he wants you to mute all participants as they 
log on to stop all the distracting noise or to permit socializing until the class 
begins. 

 If someone has a fan running or a TV, ask them to turn them off.

 Occasionally someone tries to use two devices on Zoom and gets feedback.

 Normally as the class begins the instructor asks everyone to Mute.

 In some classes, the Assistant can manage questions and comments by 
watching for hands.
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Once all participants are muted, you can 

choose how to proceed…
 It is set so participants may 

unmute themselves as needed by 

tapping the space bar or clicking 

their mute button.

 Or have them raise their hand

literally wave their hand so the 

instructor or the class assistant may see 

them and call on them, or have them 

use the Zoom hand, so they will wait 

to be called upon. 

It will show on your ribbon  →
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PCSC Participant Directions to Join a Zoom Meeting and 

Turn on Mic and Video

As an assistant generally you just need to remind them!
But here are the directions…

Windows 10 desktop computer 

To Join

a. Join the Class at least 15 minutes before the start by

b. Clicking on the link in the email sent to you by the instructor of your class (https:…) 

c. If the box pops up to ask, click join with computer audio (if you’ve done classes before, it probably will 

not ask again.)

d. Click the microphone icon on the lower left of the Zoom page to Unmute your mic

e. Click the Video camera to the right of the Mic to start your video 

f. If you wish, may click the ^ next to the video to select a virtual background from Zoom (while you are 

waiting for the class to begin), or to choose one of your own photos by clicking the + sign above the 

photos.

g. You should be seeing all participants. In the top right above the videos are a dash, a couple of lines and a 

multi box icon to click to see one or many participants.

h. When you have a question, literally raise your hand so the instructor or class assistant can see it, or if 

the instructor has suggested this, click the reactions to raise your Zoom hand.

i. Most classes will NOT use the chat function as it is distracting.
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PCSC Participant Directions to Join a Zoom Meeting and 

Turn on Mic and Video

As an assistant generally you just need to remind them!

Android tablet and android phone

I. To Join

a. Join the Class at least 15 minutes before the start by

b. Clicking on the link in the email sent to you by the instructor of your class (https:…) 

c. Elect if you would like to connect audio and/or video and select 

iPad and iPhone

I. To Join

a. Join the Class at least 15 minutes before the start by

b. Clicking on the link in the email sent to you by the instructor of your class (https:…) 

c. Elect if you would like to connect audio and/or video and select 



Screen Sharing…
Most instructors now have participants send them photos ahead as 

we have learned many folks have trouble SCREEN SHARING. But 

should someone want to do this…
They should put their photos on their DESKTOP before they try to share!

Windows

1. Click Share Screen - this takes you to a 
list including Pictures, Screen, etc. 

2. Click on Screen and then click Start Now 
- takes you to your home screen.

3. Click on the photos.
4. To return to Zoom meeting, locate small 

box, usually on lower left corner - the 
box contains a right pointing arrow head 
and sometimes a pencil icon and a red box 
icon.  Click red box (labelled Stop Share) 
to return to Zoom meeting.

iPad and iPhone

1. Click Share Content (Screen) - this takes you to 
a new screen - click Screen takes you to Screen 
Broadcast. 

2. Click Start Broadcast and see a countdown 
(3,2,1).  

3. Click Home screen button to open home screen
4. Click on your photos
5. See red area at top of screen - touch, see 

Screen Broadcasting - click on Stop.
6. Touch red bar then screen anywhere to return to 

Zoom meeting.

Note - You can also share your iPad or iPhone screen 
to your iPhone or iPad using screen mirroring if you 
want to use both devices on the call. 
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Mac Computers 

1. Click Screen Share (usually green icon at 

bottom of screen)

2. Click on your PP presentation

3. You can keep your participant screen OPEN 

& and off to the side. 

4. Click Stop Share to return to Zoom meeting.

Helpful MAC HINTS: In settings one must 

open System Preferences, then Security & 

Privacy, then Privacy on the right. PICK 

Screen Record, then Zoom.us. 

NOTE: You can also share your MAC screen 

to your iPhone or iPad using screen mirroring 

if you want to use both devices on the call. 



It’s 5 minutes to start time and some 

folks aren’t on Zoom…

 The list you were sent has phone numbers.

 Ask the instructor if s/he wants you to call those missing. Step away to do this 
or put yourself on Mute.

 Some instructors do not want this as late comers create disruption.

 Some instructors ask you to do this.

 Often the person is struggling to find the link, which you can email to them 
again.

 The instructor should also check their email 5 minutes out if missing folks to 
see if someone is asking them for the link. 

 Sadly, some folks register and do not attend and have not canceled. The 
Education Committee is just starting to track this, so the attendance sheet you 
send to Dorothy is also important to do this.  The Instructor is the 

boss…

 It’s up to them if you 
should call
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Evaluations…as explained before

• The Assistant should send the final class list with 

participant emails to Dorothy K. after the class.

• Evaluations will be sent and compiled by her.

• As the class wraps up, if would be great to remind

participants they will get the evaluation shortly and to 

send them in and that they are anonymous. 

• The Instructors and the Education Committee really use 

these to improve our teaching and offerings.
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